AGK700
The AGK700 is equipped with Cherry blue switches with 50
million keystroke, which enhance keyboard durability and
streamlines gaming experience. With 16.8M RGB customizable
backlighting colors, players can easily set their favourite colour
to match every mood. Take your gaming adventures to the next
level with dedicated function keys and N-key rollover features.

TECH SPECS
Key Numbers

108 standard keys

Connectivity type

USB 2.0 Wired

Switch

Cherry blue switches

Light sync

Support

Keystroke lifespan

50 million clicks lifespan

Software Support

AOC G-Tools

Category

Mechanical keyboard

Onboard Memory

5 profiles

Dimensions(mm)

457.00 x 167.52 x 33.22

Dedicated Win lock Yes

Cherry Blue Switches
50 million keystrokes. 108 standard keys, 13 function
keys, and 1 control dial
Cherry MX blue switches are among the most proven
and time-tested in the industry, ensuring maximum
keyboard durability and high tactile feedback for a
distinctly reliable gaming experience.

N-KEY Rollover

Settings to suit your gaming style.
Ensures each key is scanned independently by the
keyboard hardware while also being able to customize
their function. Each keypress is correctly detected
regardless of how many are being pressed at once –
maximize your keys-per-minute with no more unregistered
key inputs.

50
MILLION

CLICKS LIFESPAN

16.8 MILLION
Customizable Color Options

Exclusive Software

RGB backlighting colors. Synchronized lighting effects
among devices

Synchronized lighting effects with
other AOC devices

Easily set your favorite color and combinations with
over 16.8 million customizable color options to
choose from. Flash your team colors, light up your
room, or boost your immersion with mood-appropriate
color combinations to take your gaming experience
to the next level.

Gaming devices with exclusive control software. Why only
light up your keyboard when you can do synchronized
effects with all your gaming devices at once? Lighting
software and synchronization ability among multiple AOC
gaming devices will unlock new possibilities and
combinations to transform the gaming experience.

